PYRAMID WORLD CLOCKS

Knowing the time around the world is key in a global economy. The **Pyramid World Clock** is designed to keep you in sync with the world!

The Pyramid World Clock is a digital offset clock featuring bright red or blue LED digits for high visibility. Clocks are available in either 2.5” or 4” digit height and display 6 digits for hours, minutes and seconds. A simple dip switch adjustment on the back of the clock allows you to program the clock to display up to a +/- 15 hour off-set from your local time. Pyramid World Clocks can display in either 12 or 24 hour time. You can combine multiple world clocks with any Pyramid Wireless Clock on the same synchronized system.

World clocks are part of the Pyramid TimeTrax Sync Wireless Clock System and receive time from the Pyramid wireless transmitter. This software driven system allows you to choose NTP, GPS or an internal time source. The Pyramid Wireless Transmitter utilizes 128 channels by broadcasting in the 902-928 MHz frequency range. Our transmitter utilizes frequency hopping technology to find an open channel and provide the best communication to our wireless synchronized clocks. The Pyramid Wireless system is easy to operate, requires no FCC license and comes with a 5 year limited warranty.

- Offset time by up to 15 hours forward or backward in one hour increments
- Program clocks for 12 hour or 24 hour/military time mode
- World clocks synchronize with Pyramid Wireless Clock System
- Simple installation, low-maintenance wireless clock synchronization
- Durable ABS frame and shatterproof polycarbonate lens
- 5-year manufacturer’s limited warranty
Pyramid World Clocks

- Selectable time zone offset +/- 15 hours in 1 hour increments
- Individual clocks can be programmed for specific world time zones
- 12 hour or 24 hour (military) clock display
- Battery back-up will keep time internally when power is out for up to 7 days
- Clock receives a wireless synchronization signal every 20 seconds from Pyramid's RF Transmitter
- 128 channel 902–928MHz frequency-hopping technology
- Clock face is tinted for reducing glare
- Durable ABS frame and shatterproof polycarbonate lens
- Extremely rigid body construction designed for durability and long life
- Available in red or blue digits
- 110-240 VAC (not battery operated)
- Tamper-proof mounting bracket (optional)
- Made in the USA

Warranty:
5-year manufacturer's limited warranty with free product replacement.

For more wireless clock solutions, visit Pyramid online at: www.pyramidwireless.com or call (800) 336-3592.

Specifications:

- Item Weight: 2.5" – 1.5 lbs. (0.680kg)
  4" – 2.3 lbs. (1.043kg)

- Item Dimensions: 2.5" – 4.5" H x 11.12" W x 1.44" D
  (11.43 cm x 28.24 cm x 3.65 cm)
  4" – 6.15" H x 15.36" W x 1.44" D
  (15.62 cm x 39.01 cm x 3.65 cm)

- Voltage: Universal 50/60 Hz 100-240 VAC

Accessories:

- Chrome Wire Guard for 4"
  Model #: 42316
- Chrome Wire Guard for 2.5"
  Model #: 42401